Changing the game starts today
MPI EMEC 2019
A guest article by Joris Eyck
The European Meetings and Events Conference (EMEC19) organised by MPI Nederland
in The Hague, came with a unique event design and the theme “Changing the Game”
this year. The programme was focused on four main topics: Risk Management, Design
Thinking, Leadership and Meeting perspectives. Instead of the usual sitting and
listening, all 330 delegates were constantly stimulated to interact. HelmsBriscoe’s
Joris Eyck attended the show and wrote an article about it for us.
More articles on
www.bbtonline.eu

A

llow each delegate to contribute to the success of
an event.
Use music to impact your meeting.
Eat the frog!
These are just a few of my takeaways from the MPI
European Meetings & Events Conference (EMEC),
hosted by the Dutch MPI Chapter from 9 – 12 February
2019 in and around the World Forum The Hague. Did
you know that only 38% of attendees really act upon
the content they took from the conference?
If you want to make the meetings industry change
the game, you need to set the right example. This was
the goal of the EMEC project team during their more
than 11 months of preparation for the event. And they
achieved it!
By picking up hosted buyers from the airport with
their own cars, the organizing committee set the
scene for making new connections from the very

start. On Saturday morning, the Mayor of Leiden,
Drs. Henri Lenferink, welcomed EMEC19 at the City
Hall of the oldest university city of the Netherlands.
After a breathtaking musical piano intermezzo in de
Stadsgehoorzaal, speed-dating sessions started with
hotel and destination suppliers from across Europe
and the US at various locations in Leiden. After this, a
healthy lunch at the City Resort Hotel Leiden boosted
the energy for a refreshing city tour challenge.
Back in the Hague, all attendees were welcomed to a
stunning venue with the largest private car collection
in the world: The Louwman Museum. Samme Allen,
moderator of the conference, with Roderik van Grieken,
welcomed the crowd. On each attendee badge, the
delegate’s favorite colour, vacation destination and
number were indicated based on their conference
registration. With these indicators, guests were asked
to make new connections. Only with a ‘buddy’ who also
had the same indicator on their badge, were guests
able to get a delicious bite from one of the many food

trucks in the museum’s main hall. End of the evening?
Not quite yet…
WhatsApp messages were sent to attendees
at random. Teams had to be formed with new
acquaintances, and were then sent on a mission within
the museum, allowing attendees to see the impressive
collection of vehicles. The former “Mister Holland” also
performed with his band to set an exciting tone.
On Sunday morning, delegates had the opportunity to
choose from seven learning journeys within the four
learning tracks of EMEC19: Risk Management, Design
Thinking, Meeting Perspectives and Leadership. Over
50% of the entire program took place outside of the
World Forum.
Although it was hard to choose between such a great
range of exciting journeys, I decided to sign up for
Music & Leadership at the Stadsgehoorzaal in Leiden.
We had the privilege of viewing and hearing a rehearsal
by the student musicians of the orchestra “Sempre

Crescendo” under the leadership of Maestro Guido
Marchena. By letting the orchestra play alone, changing
his way of conducting, having section leaders guide,
and even allowing one of us to conduct the orchestra,
we could experience the impact of a leader on his team,
and also see how a good leader can empower each
individual to contribute to the success of the group.
After this, we went back to the Hague for the keynote
speech of Daan Roosegaarde at the impressive Fokker
Terminal. Daan changed our perspective on design
thinking with his – at first sight – impossible global
projects. His prediction of the top three skills needed
in 2020 are: 1. Complex Problem Solving 2. Critical
Thinking 3. Creativity. Speaking of changing the game,
this terminal was the ideal setting for an escape game
where over 300 delegates had to work together to
unlock the hangar.
On Monday, delegates were welcomed on stage (for a
change!) for a welcome coffee and an overwhelming
performance by the choir singing “The Greatest Show”,

in the King Willem-Alexander auditorium. This moment
generated goosebumps and an energy boost to start
the day. Delegates then chose four sessions out of the
four conference learning tracks.
I decided to follow one session of each track, starting
with Risk Management and the journey, ‘Setting the
stage, what threats are we facing?’. Speakers from
the Netherlands Organisation for Applied Scientific
Research (TNO), Deloitte, and an Ethical Hacker
explained what innovations the future has in store for
us, how our events are potentially at risk of cybercrime,
and how to act upon it.
‘Challenge the usual: the power of music and the
Yes-culture’ was part of the Design Thinking track,
and focused on music as part of your event. Composer
Edwin Steijlen made us consider: “Why do we only
think of asking the A/V guys for background music,
when delegates start to come in? Music is the Holy
Grail to reach your customer’s brain, heart and heaven.”
Well, we experienced this first-hand.

Hans Becker, former CEO of Humanitas Apartments for
Life, took us on his journey to creating a ‘yes-culture’
with a good portion of Rotterdam humor. His vision is
to let people live their own lives instead of letting them
be dictated by society. “We don’t need managers, we
need entrepreneurs with creativity, empathy, humor,
perseverance and guts,” he said.
The Meeting Perspectives track offered the journey,
‘What have you always wanted to do and never
did?’ `Feel the fear and do it anyway.´ During this
presentation, motivational speaker Pauline de Wilde
spoke about being brutally honest, surrounding
yourself with people that lift you higher, making
mistakes, asking for help, and dreaming big.
Strategic High Performance Expert, Paul Rulkens,
concluded the Leadership track with, ‘And now… put
your knowledge & experiences into practice!’. He spoke
about how to become an unstoppable goal achiever
through clarity, focus and execution. Eat the frog (do
the thing you are not looking forward to first)!

Who is Joris Eyck?

Joris Eyck joined HelmsBriscoe as Meeting and
Events Consultant in February 2007. He was
promoted to Associate Regional Vice President
in 2010 and Managing Director in 2016.

EMEC19 would not have been complete without the
rendez-vous party, which purpose is to raise funds
for the MPI Foundation for educational scholarships
and grants. This event took place at the shores of the
Hotel van Oranje pool in Noordwijk. A tropical theme,
and great music, food and beverage provided a gamechanging setting and temperature (28°C)!
On Tuesday morning, we were welcomed at the World
Forum for the final session on ‘Festivalization’ in a
very unusual setup: a four-wing catwalk! Irvan van
Ewijk shared the secrets behind the world’s biggest
electronic music festivals and how this translates to
the world of meetings and events. MPI’s Chair, Steve
O’Malley, stressed the impact of the meetings industry
on the global economy, with 25,9 million jobs and
US$ 2,53 trillion in total business sales output. MPI’s
European buying power is determined at US$ 773

million, with nearly 402 planner members out of nearly
1.215 members in Europe total.
As an industry, let’s change the game now and act all
upon the content from a conference. The audience
joined Steve in saying a big thanks to MPI The
Netherlands, the project team, and all volunteers for
the outstanding organization and content offered
during EMEC19, which ended as spectacular as it
started!
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